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WELCOME!

Oh, hello! Thanks for stopping by.
You’ve arrived at the latest edition of the Cincinnati
Fringe Festival Handbook, where all the Kinda
Weird magic begins each season. This Handbook
contains everything you need to know about the
15th Annual Cincy Fringe, including details on
applying, producing, participating, and otherwise
ensuring you’ll have a grand ol’ time.
If you plan on applying, PLEASE review this Handbook thoroughly beforehand
and then keep it accessible as odds are the answers to 98.6% of your present and
future questions lay within the following pages. We really want you to have a clear and
comprehensive understanding about this potential Fringe-lationship as the best
experience starts with everyone being on the same page.
We’re aiming for things to be exceptionally phenomenal in 2018 as Cincy Fringe
celebrates a decade and a half of helping bring the wild, witty, and weighty to the
Cincinnati arts landscape. Not only that, Know Theatre (producer of the Festival) is
contiguously celebrating our 20th Anniversary Season this year, so we’re crazy with
nostalgia and pride all the freakin’ time right now here on Jackson Street and hope it
translates into one of the most memorable years in Know/Fringe history.
If you still have questions after digging through this
here document, feel free to shoot us an email at
cincyfringe@knowtheatre.com. We always delight
in being as helpful and supportive as reasonably
possible, especially when you’re just trying to do
the best darn job you can. Let’s work on all this
together and we can’t go wrong!

Happy Fringe-ing!

Chris Wesselman

Fringe Producer — Know Theatre of Cincinnati
on behalf of the Know Theatre and Cincy Fringe staff
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wait, WHAT is FRINGE?

In short: Take the Wikipedia entry on Theatre, a music festival, and an art gallery,
throw them in a blender with some craft beer (or mixer of choice) and frappe until
smooth. Drink to experience artistic endeavors like never before!

FRINGE FESTIVALS IN GENERAL

Fringe Festivals, now booming across the world, began in 1947 in Edinburgh, Scotland
as a means for independent artists to present work that might not otherwise be
welcomed at mainstream festivals and theatres. Heralded for being an avenue for
artists to present original content free from censorship or restraint, Fringes are truly
renowned by fans for offering an immense variety of entertainment for all ages and
tastes in an addictive, high-energy atmosphere.
Want to learn more about Fringes? Check out the Wikipedia entry!

...AND CINCY FRINGE?

Cincy Fringe is no different, just with a few of our own secret ingredients. We yearly
present 200+ live performances from more than 40 groups and artists over 13
consecutive days in up to a dozen venues around the Over-the-Rhine (OTR)
neighborhood of Cincinnati.
Productions selected for our Primary Lineup, the biggest programming component of
the Festival, are chosen with help from a jury of 30+ local theatre professionals and
educators. While jurying is a rarity among Fringes, we love how our curation process
helps us thoughtfully select a lineup that’s rich with variety and representations.
Cincy Fringe also includes visual art projects, musical guests, street performance, free
public classes, nightly after parties at Know Theatre (which serves as Fringe HQ) and
more! It's a HUGE event in the Cincinnati arts community as we see thousands of
patrons swarm the Over-the-Rhine neighborhood to take it all in.

For more information about Cincy Fringe and all its
components, well...just keep on reading!
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cincy fringe HISTORY

Get to know us a little bit better! Then we’ll be BEST friends.

OUR STORY

15ish years ago, on a stormy night at a local hillside tavern, theatre professionals Nick
Rose and Jason Bruffy shared some drinks and contemplated the unfilled niches of
Cincinnati’s rich theatre and arts scene. The desire for a Fringe Festival emerged and,
with the assistance of Jeff Syroney, the very first Cincy Fringe was launched in 2004
as a component of Cincinnati Shakespeare Company’s Studio Series.
In 2006, Jason accepted the role as Artistic Director at Know Theatre of Cincinnati
which, thanks to the generous support of the incomparable David C. Herriman, had
just moved to a versatile performance space in the up-and-coming historic
neighborhood of Over-The-Rhine. Cincy Fringe merged with Know Theatre, creating
what was, at the time, the only regional theatre that also produced a Fringe Festival.
Know’s unique home at 1120 Jackson Street, equipped with a full bar and
lobby/cabaret stage, served as the ideal location for Fringe HQ and has since provided
an unparalleled opportunity for the community to come together and celebrate.
In 2007, Jason brought in Eric Vosmeier to take the reins of Cincy Fringe and a new,
Kinda weird. Like you! era began. During this period, the success of our Festival
began attracting new, exciting talents — including international artists from as far away
as Australia and Israel — and we debuted iconic new programming, like Fringe Next,
which offers Primary Lineup slots to local high school-aged artists, and Fringe
Development, which uses the critical mass of creativity at the festival to workshop
new projects and offer free artist-led classes.
In 2011, Chris Wesselman joined Eric as the Festival’s Associate Producer. A former
independent Fringe producer and familiar face on Cincinnati stages, Chris drew from
his experiences to help bolster Cincy Fringe’s artist-centric approach, which helps
ensure that we provide participants with a memorable, thoughtful, and valuable
experience. In 2014, Eric departed Know Theatre, leaving the Festival in the hands of
Chris, along with Know’s new Producing Artistic Director, Andrew Hungerford, and
Associate Artistic Director, Tamara Winters.
In the past four years, the current administration has overseen major restructuring of
the Festival’s framework alongside record numbers of applicants and attendees,
all-the-while retaining the bold and imaginative flavors of Fringe that Cincy has come to
cherish. As our Festival continues to evolve and explore new heights, invigoration
continues with the addition of Fringe on the Streets, a free public performance
initiative in partnership with Art on the Streets, the expansion of Visual Fringe to
include even more local visual artists, and maybe even a few more surprises in store...
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WHAT HAPPENS AT CINCY FRINGE?

With over 200 performances, projects, events, and installations, it can be hard to grasp
everything that happens at the Festival. Here’s a breakdown of all the different
opportunities provided for attendees:
Primary Lineup
The heart and soul of Cincy Fringe, these are the theatrical productions which apply to
the Festival and are adjudicated by local theatre professionals in our effort to create as
eclectic and balanced a lineup as possible. We generally select somewhere between
35-40 Primary Lineup shows.
Fringe Next
Part of the Primary Lineup, Fringe Next shows receive special distinction because they
are produced, written, directed, and performed entirely by local high school-aged
artists. We’re always blown away by the burgeoning talents that come through this
program and are delighted to have them join us every year. We generally select 3-4
Fringe Next productions to be included in the Primary Lineup.
Fringe Development
Not only does Fringe Development include free, artist-led Master Classes for both
fellow performers and the general public, we also select 1-2 projects each year to
harness the critical mass of creativity at the Festival by workshopping a piece during
Fringe with the help of other artists, culminating in the world premiere of the show.
Special Events
Fringe always brings about productions and events that don’t really fit into the Primary
Lineup for one reason or another. In this case, we’ll give it a Special Event designation
and a limited run of 1-3 performances. Recurring Special Events include True
Theatre’s storytelling event, trueFRINGE, and a performance from Cincinnati’s
premiere improvisational comedy organization, OTRimprov.
Visual Fringe
Fringe isn’t just about celebrating live performance, it’s about all artistic endeavors!
So, with that in mind, every year we put together a series of projects and galleries
featuring some of Cincinnati’s best Visual Arts talent. From a mural on the side of Know
Theatre, to galleries at Art Academy of Cincinnati featuring local talent, to roaming
portrait studios...there’s no limit to the exciting and interesting Visual Fringe projects
that we’ve presented over the years.
Fringe on the Streets
Debuted in 2017, Fringe on the Streets is a collaborative effort with Art on the Streets
Cincinnati to support and encourage the world’s oldest forms of entertainment: Street
Performance. Whether it's a scheduled performance outside Fringe HQ or a random
artist adding to the spirit of the Festival on a street corner blocks away, our goal is to
activate as much of the public as possible with artistic endeavors.
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Fringe Bar Series
Every single day of Cincy Fringe ends with an after party at Fringe HQ, collectively
dubbed the Fringe Bar Series. Each Bar Series event kicks off with an installment of the
Channel Fringe Hard-Hitting Action News Update — your infotaining source for all the
Fringe news you need to know, co-hosted by Fringe/Know Producers Chris
Wesselman and Andrew Hungerford. Every night also features a different theme and/or
event like 60-Second Previews, Fringe Olympics, Pajama Jam, or Fringe-a-oke.
Whether you like crazy and kooky parties or laid-back conversations, the Fringe Bar
Series offers plenty of opportunities for artists, audience, volunteers, and staff to meet,
mingle, have a drink (or two or ten), and enjoy themselves!

SOCIAL MEDIA

We’re everywhere online and can’t escape our past, so check out our feeds to see
what things were like yesterday and yesteryear. We also make important
announcements regarding deadlines and events via these platforms, so follow us
wherever you can:
Cincy Fringe on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/cincinnatifringefestival
Know Theatre, producers of Cincy Fringe, on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/knowtheatre
Instagram!
http://www.instagram.com/knowtheatre
http://www.instagram.com/cincyfringe
Our websites!
http://www.knowtheatre.com
http://www.cincyfringe.com
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WHAT’S NEW (or might be) THIS YEAR
We always strive to make our Fringe the best, which means tweaks and changes.
That being said, we can't make decisions about everything by the time applications
go live, so we want to also make you aware of things that might be changing.

$50 PRODUCTION FEE

We love keeping Cincy Fringe as affordable as possible, but we’re also intent on
providing artists and patrons with the best experiences possible...which is why we’re
taking a teeny-tiny bit from the prior and investing it in the latter this year.
If you’re accepted into the 2018 Cincy Fringe, including as a FringeNext participant,
you’ll be required to pay a non-refundable $50 Production Fee when you return
your signed contract. The funds raised from this fee will go directly towards the
allocation of new equipment for Festival venues as well as additional tech staffing for
load-ins to ensure that your venue is as outstanding as possible when you arrive.

ENCORE SLOT REPLACEMENTS

For the 2017 Cincy Fringe, we extended the Festival by one day to debut Encore
performances for our 6 Pick of the Fringe Award winners. We’re definitely continuing
the Encore programming in 2018 and keeping those 6 slots reserved for our Award
winners...but, if for any reason shows are unable to present their Encore, we’ll be filling
that hole in the schedule with another show from the Primary Lineup.
There’ll be lots of factors that go into deciding what shows receives those vacant slots,
but the heaviest consideration will likely be based on the Tech Team’s strike schedule
needs. We’re still hashing out the details for this update, so we’ll provide
applicants/participants with more information as it becomes finalized.

SHOW CATEGORIZATIONS & TAGS

We’ve revamped our Show Categorization and Tag system this year. It’s not so
supremely fancy an update that you’ll stand and cheer (or maybe even notice) but it
streamlines things a little bit for us while also giving productions a little more freedom
to market their show how they think is best.

SMALLER VENUES = MORE PERFORMANCES (maybe...)

While we historically schedule a max of 5 performances for each production (the
actual total is dependent on availability), the capacities for typical Cincy Fringe venues
vary, meaning we end up with a disparity in total tickets available for each production.
It’s not an unfamiliar problem across Fringes but, still, we’re entertaining the
possibility of granting 1 or 2 additional performances to productions in venues
that have below a certain number of seats.
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We’re short on further details presently because a lot of the decisions regarding this
change hinge upon finalizations of the venues we’ll use in 2018, but we’ll do our best to
lock things in ASAP and will keep applicants/participants abreast of any updates.

SUPPLEMENTARY ARTIST INCOME

Life as an artist can be hard, and you’re probably not going to retire off profits from our
Festival — BUT, we want to help make sure you're getting your hands on as much
income as possible while you're here, especially if it helps offset day-to-day costs.
Last year we restructured our payout formulas to ensure a bigger cut for productions,
and presently we’ve got some ideas gestating — from Artist-only Box Office shifts you
can snag to a Festival-wide “tip jar” each show would get a cut of — and you can
expect at least one or two measures to be implemented this year to help keep you in
the black.
It’s also likely that there will be more opportunities for (or we’ll give priority to)
Out-of-Town artists/productions as they have considerably higher production
costs than local shows due to travel expenses.
We’ll let applicants/participants know as soon as we lock things in!
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the most FAQs

Don’t get us wrong, we think EVERYTHING about Cincy Fringe is important, but there
are definitely topics folks tend to be most curious about. Everything below is repeated
somewhere in the Handbook, but let’s highlight these items from the get-go.

When is the 15th Annual Cincy Fringe?

The 2018 Cincy Fringe runs May 29 — June 10, 2018. Primary Lineup performances
run 5/30- 6/9, with the Kickoff Party on 5/29 and Encore performances on 6/10.

When do applications go live?

Applications are live now! Check CincyFringe.com for the link.

When are Primary Lineup applications due?

The Earlybird Deadline ($40 application fee) is 11:59PM EST on Sunday, November
19th, 2017 and the Final Deadline ($60 application fee) is 11:59PM EST on Sunday,
December 10th, 2017.

When are Fringe Next applications due?

The only exception to the Final Deadline is for Fringe Next productions, which have
until 11:59 EST on Sunday, January 14th to submit an application.

Can I submit with/use published or copyrighted material?

Shows at Fringe tend to be original new works...but it’s not against the rules to submit
with a published work. However, it is each show’s Producer’s responsibility to obtain
all necessary consents to perform the work and pay all necessary royalties including
but not limited to: performance rights, author’s permission for use of book or music,
use of music in performance, rights to adaptation, use of copyrighted images in
promotional materials, etc. Upon our request, you show shall provide evidence of
consents and royalty arrangements.

What if I’ve already done the show in Cincinnati or at Cincy Fringe?
Once you’ve done a show at our Festival, you can’t return with it.

Also, productions are not allowed to be shown, produced or staged publicly in any
venue for any audience — paying or complementary — within ninety days of the start
of the Festival (May 29, 2018) and ninety days after the conclusion of the Festival
(June 10, 2018) anywhere within ninety miles of Cincinnati, OH. Any exhibition of
the Production within this time and physical parameter may result in removal from the
lineup and/or prevent future applications from being considered.
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What if I want to participate in the Festival some other way?

Visual Fringe, Fringe Development, Special Events, and Fringe on the Streets all have
their own separate submission forms at CincyFringe.com. There is no cost to submit
for those programs and forms will become available Fall 2017 with submissions
considered until Spring 2018.

Is there a time limit for Primary Lineup productions?

Primary Lineup shows must be between 45 and 60 minutes. There are no exceptions.

When will I find out if I'm accepted?

Our jurying and selection process lasts through the end of January and Primary Lineup
applicants will receive notification via email on February 2nd, 2018.

What are the costs of producing at Cincy Fringe?

Other than the application fees listed above, there is now a nonrefundable $50
Production Fee. There are no other required fees to participate but other personal
costs may apply (production expenditures, travel, marketing, etc).

How is Box Office revenue split?

After ticketing and pass fees are removed, ticket sales for your production are split
50/50 with Know Theatre.

What is the average payout for a production?

Over the past 3 years, the average payout has been $869.26. In the same time period,
the highest payout was $2,578.08 and the lowest was $323.14.

When will I receive my Box Office payout?

The entirety of your cut of the Box Office will be issued via check no later than 30
business days following the close of the Festival.

What are your venues like?

Cincy Fringe uses a variety of traditional and found theatre spaces in and around the
Over-the-Rhine neighborhood of Cincinnati, from black box theatres to side rooms at
coffee shops, you name it and we’ve probably used it. One of our primary goals in
selecting our 10-15 venues each year is to try and make the Festival footprint as small
as possible in an attempt to keep everything within walking distance.
We always attempt to provide venues that are as welcome to live performance as
possible and try to give you as much info on your assigned space ahead of time as
possible. That being said, no venue is ever perfect and productions should be
prepared to roll with the punches as your performance space may not be exactly what
you were expecting.
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What are the tech capabilities at venues?

Cincy Fringe is done with bare-bones technical capabilities, just like the vast majority
of other Fringe Festivals. We equip our venues with a basic sound system and a simple
lighting plot that features two colored washes and 1 or 2 specials; you shouldn’t plan
on anything more extravagant than that and be prepared to adapt to what’s available.

Will there be someone there to run my tech?

Each venue has a unique Venue Technician assigned to it. While this person is there to
assist you with all of your technical needs and may run lights and/or sound for you,
they cannot be counted on to perfectly execute highly complex cuing and will not
act as a full-blooded Stage Manager in any official capacity. It's strongly
encouraged that you obtain your own stage manager for your production or, at the very
least, bring a detailed prompt book indicating all cues to make the Venue Tech’s job as
easy as possible.

How much time will I get in my venue?

Productions receive ONE, three-hour technical rehearsal prior to opening their show.
This slot is the only period outside your load-in, performance, and load-out that you
are allowed in your venue. No additional tech time or access will be granted.
Your call time for each performance is 30 minutes prior to your scheduled
performance time. This allows you 15 minutes to load in and 15 minutes for the
audience to be seated. At the end of your show you’ll receive 15 minutes to load out
of the space. These times are strictly enforced and there are no exceptions.

What is the average house size of venues?

Our largest space has 100 seats and we generally avoid using venues that seat fewer
than 55. Standing Room Only varies and is at the discretion of the production, with
Festival approval based on safety rules and regulations.

What is the average attendance for a performance?

Over the past 3 years, the average attendance for a performance has been 49 patrons.

How many performances do shows receive?

Historically, productions at Cincy Fringe receive 3-5 performances (total dependant
on availability). While we’re contemplating giving productions in smaller venues an
additional performance or two (see previous section), applicants should still abide by
our availability-to-performances formula and details as outlined in the Application
Process section.
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What kinds of shows do your audiences responded well to?

That's a tough one to give a definitive answer to. Cincinnati audiences tend to have
pretty eclectic tastes and we’re always interested in presenting as wide a variety of
shows as possible. As long as you're pouring everything you've got into your show and
marketing the hell out of it, you stand a great chance of attracting an audience...just
like anywhere else!

When will I know my venue and performance schedule?

April 13th, 2018 - and not a day earlier, so please don’t ask (nothing can be finalized
or set in stone until the entire schedule is confirmed).
At that time you’ll receive your venue assignment, a general ground plan of the venue
with an approximated lighting plot and seat count, and your performance schedule.
You'll have 24 hours following arrival of this information to confirm or present issues.

Do you provide housing for artists?

We do, in fact, provide FREE housing for out-of-town productions only. Out-of-town
artists participating in a locally-produced shows do not qualify for Festival Housing.
The vast majority of our housing comes via billeting, meaning you'd be staying at the
personal residences of Festival staff, artists, patrons, and volunteers. Every year we do
seem to find additional housing options but you should count on shacking up with
some new friends if you want some digs for free.
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2017-18 TIMELINE

There’s tons to do between now and 2018’s Festival, so here’s a list of
when you can expect the most important deadlines to fall.
Summer 2017
Applications go live at CincyFringe.com
November 20, 2017
Earlybird Deadline ($40)
December 11, 2017
Final Deadline ($60)
January 15th, 2018
FringeNext Application Deadline
February 2, 2018
Acceptance and Rejection Notifications
February 16, 2018
Signed Contracts and $50 Production Deposit due
February 23, 2018
Marketing Survey and Images due
March 23, 2018
Technical Survey and Final Availability due
April 13, 2018
 Venue Assignments and Performance Schedules issued for confirmation
April 24, 2018
Cincy Fringe Lineup Announcement Party
Single Tickets go on sale!
April 27, 2018
Production Survey due
May 29—June 10th, 2018
The 15th Annual Cincinnati Fringe Festival!
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FRINGE NEXT

In 2011 we introduced Fringe Next, which gives local area high school-aged
artists an opportunity to create, submit, and produce their own shows.
Here are the details that apply ONLY to Fringe Next.

LIKE ONE OF THE BIG KIDS

In 2016 our high school-aged artists graduated to another level of Fringe-ucation.
Instead of presenting up to 3 performances of their show at a unique, Fringe Next-only
venue over the first weekend of the festival, we fully incorporated Fringe Next
productions, assigning them to regular venues alongside other productions and giving
them up to 5 performances over the entire course of the festival. We were delighted
with the results, so that’s the way we do things now!

STUDENT PRODUCER

Each Fringe Next production needs to have one high school-aged Student Producer.
This person will be in charge of all the preparation required and is solely responsible
for correspondence with the Fringe Festival.
The Student Producer may also be the playwright, director, or any other role in the
production, but it is highly recommended that a separate person produces the
show; at this level, with limited experience producing, it’s helpful when that individual
isn’t having to juggle too many other tasks. That being said, we trust you know your
own limits!
Once again, the Student Producer is the only member of the production team that
may contact the Fringe Festival staff at any time. We don't mind if you have
someone giving you a guiding hand or if you’d like additional people copied on Festival
emails, but all communication to us needs to come through this one individual so
things stay organized and they gain all the experience the opportunity offers.

PRODUCTION ADVISOR

Each Fringe Next production is required to have a Production Advisor to keep an eye
on things and make sure you don’t set any fires you can’t put out (literally or
metaphorically). Your advisor can be a teacher (any teacher, regardless of subject
taught), parent, sibling, relative, or mentor in the theatre industry...literally anyone, so
long as they are 21 years of age or older.
Production Advisors will co-sign contracts with the Student Producer and are
responsible for overseeing your team whenever they are working on the production.
Advisors must be present at all Fringe Next-related functions, including load-ins,
performances, and strikes. While we ask Production Advisors to oversee operations
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and work with the Producer when necessary, we do request that Advisors allow
students to make their own creative decisions.
Also, while Advisors will be copied on all correspondence between Fringe and the
Producer, we request that Advisors allow Producers to handle all correspondence
with the festival as this process serves as a wonderful learning experience for
them and we like to keep lines of communication as simple as possible.

CAST/PRODUCTION TEAM

Every member of your cast/production team should be a current high school student or
a 2018 high school graduate. Students in a production do not have to go to the same
high school; in fact, we love it when they don't!
Non-high school students are absolutely NOT allowed to perform in Fringe Next
shows and we strongly encourage that they NOT work on shows in any official
capacity offstage. Fringe Next is intended to give students the opportunity to see
what it means to produce and run a show themselves, so the less involvement from
outside parties means a better, hands-on learning experience.
PLEASE NOTE: If your school/organization/parent requires additional adult
supervision or participation for your project, we ask that their involvement be as
limited as possible and that, at the very least, they do not partake in the creative
process of the show. Non-student participants, other than the Production
Advisor, will not receive artist passes or any other sort of ticketing discount.

ALWAYS BE ASKING QUESTIONS

We used to arrange a day early on in the year where all Fringe Next Producers and
Production Advisors (along with any interested cast, crew, or parents) could join our
Production Team at Know to review and explore the nuts and bolts of Fringe Festival
producing. It was a time for any unanswered questions to be posed and to ensure that
you’re setting off in the right direction.
That being said, it became increasingly more difficult to schedule these meetings the
past few years and the advancement of deadlines means that questions may need to
be answered prior to when we’ve typically tried to get everyone together.
Should you have ANY questions about ANY aspect of Fringe at ANY time, drop
Chris a line at cincyfringe@knowtheatre.com and he’ll help you out.

VOLUNTEERING

Each Fringe Next production will be responsible for providing 15-20 total volunteer
hours immediately prior to, during, and/or after the Festival (total hours depends
on cast/crew size). These hours may be fulfilled by anyone designated by the
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production; they do not have to be active participants in the production (that means
you can rope in friends or family to help you out!) There will be limitations on jobs
available to fulfill these hours with and more information will be provided in Spring
2018.

FRINGE BAR SERIES

While the name might seem to imply that Fringe Next participants can’t attend (as high
school students aren’t often found in bars), we’re here to assure you that under-21ers
are more than welcome to attend the nightly Fringe Bar Series at Know Theatre.
Just because you can’t drink doesn’t mean you can’t join us for some laughs,
conversation, and an opportunity to promote your show to audience and artists.
PLEASE NOTE: It’s never really been an issue, but we’re inclined to inform you that
content at Fringe Bar Series, specifically but not exclusively during the Channel
Fringe Hard-Hitting Action News Update, can be of an adult nature. This primarily
includes adult language and references to adult situations. We don’t think you’d be
truly offended, but we get asked this a lot so we figured we’d let you know.

For any other Fringe Next questions,
feel free to drop Fringe Producer Chris Wesselman a line:
cincyfringe@knowtheatre.com
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APPLICATION process

It all begins with submitting your application, so let’s go over that stuff!

JURYING

The Cincinnati Fringe Festival is juried. We never have — and likely never will —
offer lottery slots; we love managing individual evaluations and getting to know shows
early on. Our jury of local theatre professionals and educators is an invaluable tool in
enabling us to craft the lineup with an eclectic selection of productions —  instead of
leaving it the fate determined by random selection.
There is no specific type of production that we’re looking for at Cincy Fringe.
Our jury provides feedback to share not only their personal impressions of the
production but, more importantly, to help us ensure the Lineup features as wide a
variety of disciplines, themes, and genres as possible.
To assist and guide our jury as they review applications, we issue them the following
criteria to consider so their adjudication goes beyond mere commentary on perceived
quality. These criteria are not scored or tallied, they are merely a jumping-off point for
jurors to craft portions of their evaluation.
● Is this work that will be unique to our region?
● Is the project able to be produced within the simplistic Fringe structure?
● How does the project fulfill the goal of the Cincinnati Fringe Festival to
present diversity, innovation, and/or passion?
PLEASE NOTE: Due to time and staffing constraints, we’re unable to provide any
production with juror feedback of any kind. Remember, rejection of your project is
not always a comment on the quality of your work and is instead likely a result of
balancing the Lineup’s thematic, stylistic, and regional representations.

APPLICATION FEE

The Earlybird Application Fee (due by 11/20/17) is $40 and the Regular Application
Fee (due 12/10/1) is $60.  Before you submit your application, you’ll be directed to pay
your fee online via a link within the form. Applications will not be processed until
your fee is received.
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE APPLICATION

It’s pretty straight forward, but here’s a breakdown of the different sections of the
application.
1. Basic Info
Name and contact info for your Primary and Secondary contacts.
2. Show Information
Title, categorization, short and long show pitches, and anticipated run time are
all featured questions in this section.
3. Samples & Materials
Every Primary Lineup application has Required Samples, dependent on the
type of show you’re submitting. It’s super important that you submit all
Required Samples with your application, so make sure to find the appropriate
category below for your production and review what Required Samples you’ll
need to provide:

SCRIPTED PRODUCTIONS (including Musicals)

All scripted productions (including musicals) must submit 10 pages of sample writing
from the show. Your sample may be a collection of any 10 pages from your script
and you can also include an outline of the show that won’t count towards the total.
PLEASE NOTE: While you’ll have a chance to submit a full script, if you so desire,
please make sure this sample is a completely separate document that contains
only the 10 pages the juror should read (and an outline, if desired).

MUSICALS

Along with 10 pages of sample writing, musicals must also submit at least 3 songs
from your production via SoundCloud, YouTube, or another streaming website.
PLEASE NOTE: Do not submit songs via email or any website requiring the file to be
downloaded. Songs must be streamed from online and not require any sort of
password to access.

UNSCRIPTED PRODUCTIONS (Dance, Improv, etc)

All unscripted productions must provide 10 total minutes of video from the
production via YouTube, Vimeo, or another video streaming website.
PLEASE NOTE: Do not submit videos via email or any website that requires the file
to be downloaded. Videos must be streamed from online and not require any
sort of password to access.
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WE-WILL-EVENTUALLY-HAVE-A-SCRIPT-BUT-WE-DON'T-YET’S

Sometimes part of a production’s process is developing the script/show much closer
to the start of the Festival than the Application Deadline, like with Devised Works.
Shows that don’t currently have a script - but eventually will - are not prohibited from
applying, though we strongly encourage productions to submit some sort of
script sample rather than none at all. If you are truly unable to provide a script
sample prior to the Application Deadline, you are required to submit up to 10 pages
detailing, outlining, or otherwise reviewing your process, intention, and goals of
the production being submitted.
PLEASE NOTE: Jurors often have a very hard time judging projects that don’t have
any work samples, so you’ll really have to WOW them if you aren’t providing a script
or video sample of any sort. Once again, we really recommend you submit an
actual sample but, at the end of the day, the choice is yours.
And to help bolster your application even further, you have the options to submit
some additional sample materials:
FULL SCRIPT
If we have the need, being able to reference some additional portions of
your script could come in handy, especially in the final stages of
adjudication. If you have a full script from your show, feel free to share it.
REVIEWS/ARTICLES
You can submit links for reviews or news articles your show/company
has received.
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS LINKS
Video, music, scripts...feel free to share with us anything else you think
might help support your application.
PRODUCTION HISTORY
What, when, and where have you been up to?
4. The Proposal
Consider it an open essay on why your show deserves to be in Cincy Fringe. It’s
a chance to express yourself, talk about your work as an artist, and really sell
your show. You’ll have 1,000 words (approximately 3 pages) and can use as
much or as little as you think is necessary.
PLEASE NOTE: Proposals shouldn’t be just a brief synopsis of your piece.
We want to know about you, your work, and why you want to come do it here.
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5. Tech Needs
While you’ll have a chance to finalize your tech needs in March, providing us
with as thorough an overview of your anticipated tech needs when you apply
never hurts. From performance space specs to lighting and sound, give us all
the details you can.
6. Availability
In the application, you’ll be required to select the approximate number of days
you plan on being available for Fringe and will then have the option to specify
what you think those days are. The number of days you’re available directly
corresponds to the number of shows you’ll be scheduled:
9+ Days (5 performances)
7-8 Days (4 performances)
5-6 Days (3 performances)
While you’ll submit your final, absolute availability in March, your maximum
number of performances can’t change once you apply. That means if you go
from 5 days of availability to 7, you can still only get a max of 3 shows. Part of
our selection process regards total number of performances and we try not to
let those numbers fluctuate too much.
7. Master Class and Bar Series Suggestions
We like to use our application as an initial opportunity to mine some ideas from
the collective creative consciousness of our applicants, so when you apply you’ll
also have the opportunity to suggest a Master Class you could teach at the
Festival as well as give us some considerations for Bar Series themes or events.
8. Application Fee
We won’t process your application unless you’ve submitted your fee, which
you’ll be linked to within the application. Don’t forget!
PLEASE NOTE: We are not able to accept updates or changes to applications
once the jurying process has begun. Please ensure your application is fit and final
before you submit.
ALSO: We will be totally unable to provide you with the status of your
application until we have completely finished the jurying and selection process.
We do our best to balance the overall themes, genres, and disciplines represented in
the festival, so decisions aren’t absolute until everything is finalized and released.
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THE WAIT

Once applications have been processed and assigned, jurors will absorb, dissect, and
critique the end of January 2018. After that, Know Theatre/Cincy Fringe producers will
make final decisions about the lineup, prepare documentation, and then send out
notification emails on February 2nd, 2018.

NOTIFICATION

When we send out notification emails, you’ll be informed that we’ve reached one of the
following conclusions regarding your production:
ACCEPTANCE
You’ve been selected for the Primary Lineup! You’ll have 24 hours to confirm your
desire to be included and then, if you’re still up for the challenge, the paperwork will
begin and we’ll all become good friends as we rocket towards the Festival together.
REJECTION
It’s a horrible word and a horrible feeling but, unfortunately, not every application will
make it into the festival. Remember, most of the time it’s not because we didn’t like
your show but, instead, that it didn’t quite fit into the Lineup for one reason or another.
We’ll thank you for your hard work and encourage you to apply again the next year.
ALTERNATE
We almost always have shows that have to bow out for one reason or another after
they’ve been accepted, so we’ll ask a number of shows to hang on as alternates, just
in case. Alternates will be notified by no later than mid-March of their final status
and may be required to provide information/survey responses prior to that time.
FRINGE DEVELOPMENT
If we think your production is a good fit, we might ask you to participate in our Fringe
Development program, which takes advantage of the critical mass of creativity at
Fringe by harnessing other artists to help you workshop your production and culminate
with a one-off performance towards the end of the Festival.
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IF you’re ACCEPTED

There’s lots to do in a short period of time if you make the Lineup, so here’s a
quick overview of some of the items, documents, and deadlines to expect.

CONTRACT & PRODUCTION FEE (Due 2/16/18)

Your first task after acceptance will be reviewing and signing your contract, which
includes the W-9 tax form we need you to fill out (if you’re from the US). You’re not
officially part of the Festival until this sucker’s back in our hands, so let’s get this
(legally important) formality out of the way! This deadline is also when you submit your
non-refundable $50 Production Fee.

EQUITY PAPERWORK

For several years now we’ve worked with AEA to develop a code that allows Equity
artists to participate in Cincy Fringe and, assuming AEA renews the code for 2018,
we’ll provide you with all the forms you need if you’ll be using Equity artists.

MARKETING & IMAGE GUIDE

In the Marketing Guide we’ll detail everything you can expect from us in promoting the
Festival along with every single suggestion, tip, or trick we have to share with you
about promoting your show individually, including press contacts, postering lists, etc.
This document also details the requirements for your Show Images, which are due the
same day as your Marketing Survey.

REQUIRED INFO GRAPHICS

In order to ensure all productions are providing potential audience members with the
correct information, Cincy Fringe will give you several variations to choose from on a
required information graphic that must included on all posters and postcards you use
during the Festival.

MARKETING SURVEY (Due 2/23/18)

You’ll have a week following the Contract Deadline to finalize and submit your
Marketing Survey. This is the info we’ll use to to create our press release, build your
ticketing page on our website, and begin working on the Fringe Guide. While we’ll
check back in with you in April to confirm your copy for the Guide before it goes to
print, we strongly suggest having that information finalized when you initially
submit it so things don’t get goofed up.

TECH SURVEY (Due 3/23/18)

Before we can assign you to a venue, we need to finalize the technical parameters of
your production. You’ll want to be as thorough as possible when answering tech
questions and we strongly suggest you finalize your information well before
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submitting the survey so you know exactly what you need and we can try our best
to meet all your requests. We can’t guarantee accommodations, especially if there
are changes to your tech needs following submission of this survey.

AVAILABILITY SURVEY (Due 3/23/18)

Due the same day as your Tech Survey, you’ll be given this form to finalize your
availability for the Festival. We strongly suggest you secure entire days/evenings
free as partial availability on any given day may affect our ability to schedule
performances.
PLEASE NOTE: Once the deadline has passed we may be unable to accommodate
newly arisen conflicts. We suggest compiling an accurate account of your cast and
crew availability as soon as possible so there are no surprises.

ADVERTISING FORM (Paperwork due 4/6/18, Artwork due 4/20/18)

While we do our best to fill the Fringe Guide with traditional ad buys and sponsorships,
there’s always room leftover for us to sell some ad space to artists at a pretty hefty
discount. You’ll have until the top of April to fill out paperwork and guarantee your
show an ad in the Guide, and then until the end of April to submit your artwork.

PRODUCTION SURVEY (Due 4/27/18)

The Production Survey serves as a catch-all for the remaining confirmations and info
we need from you, like doing one final confirmation your Marketing materials for the
Fringe Guide and signing up for 60-Second Previews. The Production Survey is also
used to confirm Housing details for out-of-town artists.

ARTIST PASS INFO SURVEY (Due 4/27/18)

Due at the same time as your Production Survey, you’ll submit name and contact
information for all your cast and crew members so we can prepare their artists passes
and email them regarding sign-ups and opportunities.

WORKSHOP AND EVENT SIGN-UP

Once we have contact information for all participants, we’ll send out an email to
everyone in Fringe around mid-May with the opportunity to sign up for
FringeDevelopment workshops and other Fringe events.
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MARKETING information

Hey, let’s talk about promoting the Festival and your show! We’re all in
the business of selling the work we’re doing and Fringe is no different.
Before we break down some of the finer details, here are the big things to keep in mind
with Marketing:
1. We handle marketing, public relations, and promotions for the festival as a
whole. We’ll plaster the town with Fringe Festival posters and postcards, send
email blasts, deal with press and reviewers, update the website, handle social
media, and create the Official Fringe Festival Guide that is distributed through
Cincinnati’s independent weekly, CityBeat.
2. While we’ll pitch the hell out of the Festival itself all over Cincinnati and hope
that word-of-mouth builds for your performance, remember that it’s up to YOU
to sell your show as an individual project and we STRONGLY encourage as
much self-promotion as you can muster. Do whatever you need to, but don’t
expect that people will just show up.
3. Speaking of self-promotion, Word-of-Mouth is always a great asset, especially
here at Cincy Fringe; we have lots of audience members who come down to
take in as much of the festival as possible. Engaging patrons any way you can
is always a plus.
4. Clarity is key, so make sure your marketing materials accurately and
appropriately promote your show. Nailing down marketing information early
on and not making huge changes as you go will only enhance your process
and make things easier for everyone, especially us.
Now, let’s dive down into some more specific aspects of Cincy Fringe Marketing. Most
of this information will eventually be found in your Marketing Guide but it doesn’t hurt
to mention it now!

CONFIDENTIALITY

While we appreciate the gung-ho attitude we see in Fringe artists, if you’re accepted
into the Cincy Fringe we will ask you to keep quiet about it until our Official Lineup
Announcement Party on Tuesday, April 24th, 2018 as we like to get as much bang for
our buck by announcing the entire lineup at once and putting tickets on sale at the
same time. Once the party begins, however, you’re free to unleash your show’s
information to the world in whatever way you see fit.
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WORD OF MOUTH

It’s worth addressing once again: The #1 way audiences hear about shows at the
Festival itself is through word-of-mouth. The majority of our audience base is super
supportive and comes down for Fringe as a whole, not just for this show or that show.
They won’t be shy about sharing their opinions with other patrons and love chatting
with artists, so the more people you can talk to early on, the better turnout and
momentum you will have for your run. We highly recommend attending Fringe Bar
Series events each night to meet new audience members and chat up your show. The
Bar Series is the center of Fringe word-of-mouth and the best place to find new
audience members.

HIT THE STREETS

Word-of-mouth is powerful, but you can’t count on it alone to fill your house; in fact,
you can’t count on sell-out crowds just appearing on their own in general...you gotta
put some work into it! The Over-the-Rhine neighborhood that Cincy Fringe calls home
has never been more popular and is chock-full of people nowadays, so there’ll be
plenty of opportunities to promote your show within the Festival footprint to crowds
who may have never even seen a Fringe show before. Hit the streets during the
festival, post up at a street corner...anywhichway, be prepared to whip out a postcard
or chat up your show. Cincinnatians tend to be extremely welcoming and willing to
hear you out, just be polite and reasonable!

STREET PERFORMANCE/BUSKING

If you’re so intent on hitting the pavement that you want to take it a step further, street
performance/busking is always a fun to attract attention! It’s a great way to promote
events, enrich our neighborhood, and maybe even make some spare cash in the
process. Below are some of our local laws and guidelines that apply to street
performances in Cincinnati. We ask that you adhere to these rules to keep yourself and
the Festival safe and legal. The Festival is not liable for any violations street performers
may engage in.
• You can perform in any public place – sidewalk, park, or any
space open to the public as long as you are not impeding a right of way.
• You can attempt to collect tips: pass a hat, or create a sign requesting tips,
but you may not ask for money out loud – unless you are responding to a
question.
• You can perform on Fountain Square, but if you want to reserve a specific time
and place, get a permit in advance.
• Don’t perform for tips on public transit like busses and the streetcar.
• Don’t violate the noise ordinance. Radios and amps are not a good idea.
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• The city code prohibits any writing, drawing, or inscribing on any sidewalk even with temporary products like chalk or removable stickers.
• Selling stuff is not the same as accepting tips. If you are selling, check out
the city’s vending policy on the web at www.cincinnati-oh.gov or call (513)
352-4638.
PLEASE NOTE: This advice is based on city and park board ordinances and
regulations. This is not a legal opinion. If someone challenges your right to create
your art, it’s probably a good idea to stop and check the rules. For more information,
contact: Margy Waller (ArtsCincy@gmail.com)

FRINGE GUIDE

Referenced several times in the Handbook already, Cincy Fringe’s go-to source for
schedule and production information is the official Fringe Guide, a 30+ page document
printed and distributed by our local independent publication, Cincinnati CityBeat. You’ll
see it in the hands of tons of Fringers as they track and schedule their journey, free
from the glow of their digital screens.

ARTIST ADVERTISING

Speaking of the Fringe Guide, you’ll have a chance to purchase (severely discounted)
ad space for your show! We also always offer some other Kinda Weird ways for you to
pay-to-promote your show.

REQUIRED INFORMATION GRAPHIC

In order to ensure all productions are providing potential audience members with the
correct information, Cincy Fringe will give you several variations to choose from on a
required information graphic that must included on all posters and postcards you use
during the Festival.

POSTERING LIST

We’ll provide you with a spreadsheet of locations for hanging your posters all around
Cincinnati. We have a targeted list organized by neighborhood that has the specific
businesses that will typically hang materials and/or have placed for postcards. This in
no way guarantees that they will hang your information, but they have in the past. And
just because it’s not on our list doesn’t mean they won’t hang...it never hurts to ask!

MARKETING AT VENUES

If you bring two (2) copies of your poster to the Fringe Headquarters, we’ll hang them
in the front window for you (back-to-back so they can be viewed inside and out).
Simply drop them off at the HQ Box Office and we’ll take care of the rest. Please DO
NOT hang posters here yourself.
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Some, but not all, individual venues will allow space for your posters in windows or
walls inside the venues. Please check in with your venue tech or another Fringe staff
member to see if space is available.

CALLBOARD

Located at FringeHQ, the callboard includes schedules, signups for events and
classes, maps, and other useful information, as well as a place to put out some
postcards. The callboard also serves as the home for the vast majority of Fringe
Guides.

MARKETING SURVEY (due 2/24/17)

Finally, let’s walk through some of the information we’ll request from you in the
Marketing Survey, due a mere 3 weeks after you’re accepted.
Elevator Pitch
Sometimes space is limited and we need a quick description for your show.
You’ll get 10 words to pitch it for us.
Show Description
You’ll get 75 words to describe your show. This text appears in a solid
paragraph (no breaks or returns) on both your Show Page at cincyfringe.com as
well as in the guide, so you’ll want to avoid formatting this text in any special
way.
Show Images
This one’s a biggy. We use your Show Images in the guide as well as on your
cincyfringe.com page. Because necessary dimensions differ between those two
places, we’ll need TWO versions of your show image, one at a 1:1 ratio and
another at a 1:1.5 ratio.
New VS Returning Participant
Only if your group/production company has done Cincy Fringe before will you
be deemed a Returning Participant. Just because you or someone else from
your group has done our Festival before doesn’t make you Returning. It has to
be the specific producing organization/artist.
Artist/Company Biography
Tell us about yourself/your group and your production history. This information
will only be posted on your Show Page at cincyfringe.com.
Show Rating
We have some guidelines to consider when selecting one of our 3 ratings
(Family Friendly, Teen+, Adults Only) and we’ll depend on you to be honest
about which rating is most appropriate for your show.
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Discipline
Originally identified in your application, you’ll remind us which of the categories
we use to define shows your show  (Theatre, Dance, Musical, Solo Show,
Interdisciplinary).
Show Tags
You’ll get a chance to expand upon your Discipline by selection up to 3
additional tags for your show to indicate themes, skill-sets, and other identifiers
your production entails.
Story for the Press
In 50 words, you’ll be able to pitch an interesting story or angle you think local
journalists might find interesting.
Past Fringe Credits
You’ll list out shows you’ve done at other Fringes or similiar theatre festivals.
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TECH information

It inspires more questions than just about any other aspect of Cincy Fringe, so
we want to help you truly understand what to expect when it comes to Tech.
To start things off, our big things to keep in mind:
1. Simplicity. Remember, Fringe is not the correct place to produce your
heavily-cued, complexly-designed, venue-specific mammoth of a theatrical
production with a 30-person cast. Cincy Fringe is done with bare-bones
technical capabilities, like the vast majority of other Fringe Festivals. We equip
our venues with a basic sound system and a simple lighting plot that typically
features two colored washes and 1 or 2 specials. You shouldn’t plan on having
anything more extravagant and can be happily surprised if you do.
2. Preparation. We ask you to specify and finalize details about your production 2
months before it even goes up, so the better idea you have earlier on about
what your tech needs are, the easier it will be for everyone to prepare. Also keep
in mind that Venue Techs know very little about your show heading into Tech
Rehearsals, so make sure you have as much information prepared for them as
possible, including scripts and cue sheets.
3. Flexibility. In a typical tech process, there’s only one show to worry about and
an entire production team available to prepare and troubleshoot problems. At
Fringe, your production is 1 of 40 or more in 12+ venues, all teching and running
at the same time. That’s hundreds of lighting instruments and miles of cable —
and a million things that could go wrong or be different from what you expected.
Be prepared to roll with the punches, like we are, and you’ll suffer less.
Okay! Now let’s dive down into some specifics about Tech at Cincy Fringe. Grab your
c-wrenches and cheeseboroughs, folks...

VENUE ASSIGNMENT & PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

We’ve recently moved up our deadline for disseminating this information so artists can
have more time to plan for their venue, finalize marketing materials, and promote their
show. You’ll receive your venue assignment, venue groundplan, and performance
schedule on April 13th, 2018 — and not a day sooner.
PLEASE NOTE: Seriously, there will be ZERO ability to provide you with ANY
information regarding your venue assignment or schedule prior to this date, so
please don’t ask. The complexity of assignments and scheduling prevents any one
production’s information being finalized until the entirety of the process is complete.
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VENUE

We’ll match your production with the most suitable venue we have access to. Venues
range from actual theaters to empty storefronts, from churches to coffee shops. You
name it, we’ve probably used it as a venue. Dimensions for venues are typically
between 13'x10' and 30'x20' and tend to fall towards the smaller end of that scale.
While we'll try and accommodate your needs and provide you with as much
information about your assigned venue as we can once you’ve been given your
assignment, please remember that most venues are non-traditional and our
technical inventory is spread across them all, so they may not have attributes
commonly found at most theaters. If you have special requests, please make those
clear and concise to allow us the maximum time to try and meet them to the best of
our ability.
PLEASE NOTE: At no time are you permitted to directly contact your venue. The
venues are not always familiar with the policies of the Festival and may give you
incorrect information, so please contact us with any questions.
ALSO: The only time you’re permitted into your venue is for your Tech Rehearsal and
when you’re called for performances. There will be no ability for you to enter, use,
explore, or work in your venue outside of those times.

SIGHTLINES

As we frequently use non-traditional performance spaces for Fringe and our inventory
(including risers) is spread out over all spaces, the majority of venues don't provide
amazing sightlines, especially for floor work. We highly recommend you avoid large
amounts of blocking on the ground and consider this factor when you’re in the space.

STORAGE SPACE IS LIMITED

We are not able to guarantee any amount of storage space at any venue. Please be
prepared for that and you’ll be pleasantly surprised if it turns out there is some. After
your final show, you must strike all of your show elements during your 15 minute
load-out unless other arrangements have been made with our tech team. Generally,
you will not be permitted to store things in the venue until the next day.

LOAD-IN/LOAD-OUT

Your access to the venue begins 30 minutes prior to the start time of your show. You
will have 15 minutes to load in and set up your show before the house opens. Likewise,
you will have 15 minutes to load out your show. There are no exceptions to this policy,
regardless of the schedule. None. Zip. Zilch. Nada.
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TECHNICAL REHEARSAL

Technical Rehearsals are three hours long with no exceptions. You may not be in
the space until the start of your tech and you must be out by the end. Here are some
tips and tricks on how to make your tech run as smoothly as possible:
SCRIPTS
If your Venue Technician will be running lights or sound for you, please have a
clean copy of your script ready for them. If no script exists, provide them with
some sort of paperwork that they can use to keep track of their place in the
show as well as keep accurate and helpful notes on the running of your show.
Remember, your tech will have little prior knowledge, so be clear and specific!
CUE SHEETS
You should also provide a lighting cue sheet and a sound cue sheet, detailing
when these elements happen and the details of each. If you would like an
example of such a cue sheet, please contact us and we will provide you with
one.
LOAD-IN/OUT
Take rehearsal time prior to your tech rehearsal to practice load-in and load-out
and then incorporate a complete load-in/out during your tech rehearsal. This will
give you an idea of how much tech time you will need to dedicate to setting up
your show, as well as helping you ensure that your final strike can happen in 15
minutes.
MULTI-TASKING
If you have the personnel for it, have someone working with the venue
technician on setting light/sound cues while the rest of your crew is working on
load-in. This will save you some time and allow you more opportunity to run the
show.
FULL RUN
We  provide a photographer during your technical rehearsal to take production
photos, so it’s highly recommended that you do a full run of your show or, at
the very least, do a cue-to-cue in costume so photos may be taken. If you do
not give photographers the ability to shoot your show at tech rehearsals we
cannot guarantee there will be another opportunity for them to take photos.
These photos will be used primarily for marketing purposes - we will put them
on our website, and they will be provided to media outlets for reviews, articles,
etc. You will also be able to select five photos from the shots acquired to have
for your own purposes, free of charge. You are welcome to request additional
photos, but please note that availability of and rates for additional photos are at
the discretion of the photographer.
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LAST-MINUTE CHANGES
If you find that you need some technical element that was not included in you
official tech information, please let us know ASAP. We will do our best to
accommodate any post-deadline requests, but please know that after we’ve
finalized that information with you there are no guarantees.
EQUIPMENT LIABILITY
Please note that if you choose to provide your own playback device (CD player,
laptop, etc), the Festival is not liable for any damages or problems that may
arise from interfacing with our equipment. Artists are solely responsible for the
functionality (and troubleshooting, should the need arise) of their own
equipment.

PRODUCTION ELEMENTS

Cincy Fringe reserves the right to refuse the use of technical elements if it does not
deem such elements suitable for the safe operation of a venue or the festival as a
whole. Likewise, we reserve the right to remove from the festival lineup any production
that does not remedy such safety issues. Generally, most venues do not permit Fire,
Flame, Smoking, Fog, or any other element that may affect health or safety.

PIANOS

Unfortunately, we are not able to provide a piano or a keyboard for any venue. Please
be prepared to make arrangements to supply your own.
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BOX OFFICE & front of house

Cincy Fringe handles all the Box Office and Front of House services for the Festival,
but there’s still a ton of info to share with you regarding those operations, especially
when it comes to the updates to our Payout System.
Let’s start things off by covering some of the simpler details.

COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS

Each production in the Festival receives 2 complimentary tickets per performance to
use for their production only (e.g., a production with 5 shows gets 10 tickets). Comps
may be used in any combination of people and performances so long as it does not
exceed the total number of comps available (i.e., using the example above: 10 on one
performance, 5 on two performances, etc).
To place comps, the production’s producer (and only this person) must contact the
Box Office Manager at least 24 hours prior to the performance, but not more than a
week before Fringe begins. Comp requests placed with less than 24 hours notice may
be denied.
Once a production has used all complimentary tickets, they may purchase additional
complimentary tickets for the cost of the Festival’s portion of normal payout ($7.00).
The Artist agrees that they forfeit their $7.00 payout on any extra complimentary
tickets. Complimentary tickets of any kind may not be sold.
Also, the Festival reserves the right to issue a reasonable number of complimentary
tickets for each Artist’s show for media, sponsors, etc. Artist shall not be compensated
for these tickets, but will receive a count of all tickets issued with a settlement report.

USHERS

Part of our fine army of volunteers, our ushers will be at venues to help pass out any
programs, tear tickets, and direct patrons to seats. If you have any special instructions
for your ushers, please discuss them with your venue tech. Like all our volunteers, give
them a big hug and thank you.

POSTERS/POSTCARDS

As we’ve said countless times, we highly encourage you to promote your own
show. If available at venues, you’re more than welcome to hang a poster and lay out
postcards at the discretion of the venue tech or Festival Staff Members.
Also, you’re absolutely permitted - and encouraged! - to place or hand out marketing
materials for your show at other venues while patrons enter or exit for shows. Just use
common sense and don’t disrupt the box office services.
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The Marketing Guide, distributed after you’re accepted, will contain more information
on distributing promotional materials around the city.

TICKET PAYOUT DETAILS

There’s lots of info to roll out in this subsection, so take a break now if you need one.
To start things off, the bottom line of Cincy Fringe payout:
Cincy Fringe offers a 50/50 split on Box Office revenue after pass and ticketing
fees are deducted — and this year we’ve reduced the total amount of the fees
shows have to incur, which will result in a larger overall payout to artists.
Tickets and Passes
Let’s review the 3 ways we offer patrons to obtain a seat:
1. Single Tickets, $15. It’s the tried and true method of seeing a show. You buy a
ticket, you get in. Simple as that.
2. Full Frontal All-Access Pass, $200/$250. Diehard patrons can pony up the big
bucks to literally see as many performances as possible at Fringe (average seen
is 25). They can purchase their Full Frontal Pass between December and April
for $200 or $250 once the Lineup has been announced. Because of this price
difference, all Full Frontal Passes are treated at a $225 average at payout.
3. Voyeur Pass, $75. The Voyeur Pass is a 6-ticket flexible pass that can be used
in any combination of patrons or shows — as long as it doesn’t exceed 6
tickets, obviously. This is by far the most common and popular pass we offer.
Ticketing and Pass Fees
Regardless of the type of entry (single ticket or pass), we’ll remove a $1 ticketing fee
for every entry into your show. This covers our ticketing system’s per ticket fee as
well as our credit card machine fees.
Cincy Fringe also retains 10% of each Pass sold to help cover the cost of materials
and labor in creating the pass as well as managing reservations:
Full Frontal All-Access Pass fee =  10% of cost, or $25 (all Full Frontal Passes
are treated at a $225 average at time of payout)
Voyeur Pass fee = 10% of cost, or $7.50
One Night Stand Pass fee = 10% of cost, or $3 — PLUS an additional $3 to
help cover a portion of the included drink
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Payout Formulas
Now that we’ve detailed the cost of tickets and passes along with the fees associated
with them, we can put it all together to explore how payouts will look for each type of
entry this year:
Single Tickets ($15)
-Minus $1 ticketing fee (= $14)
Artist Payout: $7/entry, Fringe Payout: $7/entry
Full Frontal Passes ($200 for Earlybird, $250 for Regular)
-All entries treated at $225 average
-Minus 10% pass fee ($25) to cover pass costs and labor (= $200)
-Pass is good for an average of 25 performances* ($200/25 = $8/entry)
-$1.00/entry ticketing fee (= $7.00)
Artist Payout: $3.50/entry, Fringe payout: $3.50/entry

*average determined from total shows attended
by Full Frontal passholders the past three years

Voyeur Passes ($75)
-Minus 10% pass fee ($7.50) to cover pass costs and labor (= $67.50)
-Pass is good for 6 entries ($67.50/6 = $11.25/entry)
-$1.00/entry ticketing fee (= $10.25)
Artist Payout: $5.13/entry, Fringe payout: $5.13/entry
One Night Stand Pass ($30)
-Minus 10% pass fee ($3) to cover pass costs and labor (= $27)
-Minus $3 to cover portion of drink (= $24)
-Pass is good for 2 entries ($24/2 = $12/entry)
-$1.00/entry ticketing fee (= $11/entry)
Artist Payout: $5.50/entry, Fringe payout: $5.50/entry

TICKET PAYOUT REPORTS

The Box Office Staff will generate daily ticket sales reports for each of your
performances. The ticket payout spreadsheet will be part of your Show Folder. This
payout report will be updated by 12pm the day after each of your performances and
can only be used to review previous performances; they will not accurately reflect
advance sales.

ARTIST PASSES

All members of a production actively participating in the execution of each
performance will receive an artist pass. These non-transferable passes grant artists
walk-up entry into all festival performances five minutes before start time, if there is
available seating. You may be denied entry or asked to vacate a seat in favor of a
paying patron.
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Your pass may also be used for discounts at the festival and around town. You may
purchase Fringe t-shirts at a reduced price of $12 and, at the Bar Series, you get
discounted prices on beer, well liquor, and a wine. Premium drinks and food are
regular price. Please note that you MUST have your fringe pass on your person, and
you MUST show it to the bartender in order to get this discount.
PLEASE NOTE: ”Active participation” requires serving on the cast or crew for a
show, including load-in/load-out assistance, for each performance during the festival.
This requirement may end up excluding designers or other team members who aren’t
needed for the day-to-day execution of the show but, unfortunately, we had to draw
the line somewhere and this was it.

Should you desire any further information
regarding Box Office or Payouts, please email
Fringe Producer Chris Wesselman
at cincyfringe@knowtheatre.com
so he can properly answer your question, if possible,
 and/or include that information in future documents.
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OUT-OF-TOWN artists
We love making new friends from out-of-town!

HOUSING

Lodging can be the most expensive part of travel, so we do our darndest to provide
out-of-town artists with FREE housing for the entirety of their stay with us.
In the past couple of years, we’ve moved almost exclusively to Billeting for these
housing needs, meaning artists stay as guests in the private residences of local artists,
patrons, and staff members. Private Billeting is the only option for housing that is free,
so if you need more privacy than a guest room provides, you may be on your own. Also
note that we can’t guarantee to have unified accommodations for groups of 5 or
more, meaning you’ll more than likely be split up.
If crashing with locals won’t work for you, we’ll make you aware of any
discounted-rate options on apartments or hotel rooms we may have available.
PLEASE NOTE: We cannot provide any housing for out-of-own artists
participating in a locally produced show.

PARKING

Know Theatre/Fringe does not have our own parking lot, but there are many parking
options around. Here are some things to keep in mind with parking:
Meters!
Meters in our area are active 9am-9pm Monday thru Saturday and 2pm-9pm
Sunday. Rate is $1.50 per hour in most places in OTR. Most meters have a 2
hour limit, but many of them open up to 4 hours after 5pm (the ones on Jackson
included). Most, if not all, meters take credit cards.
If you find yourself parked at a broken meter, look at the meter to find the phone
number, and call to report the meter. You'll need to give them your name and
the meter number (typically written on the side in permanent marker), and a
description of what's wrong with the meter. This way, if you get a ticket while
parked at the damaged meter, you call them and they have a record that you
called in a damaged meter. They can use those records as well as the records of
the repair people to help you erase your ticket.
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Paid Parking Lots!
The closest lot is on the corner of 12th and Vine, though it fills up quickly. DO
NOT park in the lot to the north of our building (fenced in, entrance from 12th St,
Lookin' Good mural) as it is a private lot.
There are also a few lots on the south side of Central Parkway that are pretty
affordable, though some of them require cash.
Parking Garages!
The garage across the street from us is monthly only during the day, and $5 at
night and on weekends. Please note that they do sometimes increase to $8,
usually when there's a special event happening. This is usually equal to or
cheaper than parking at a meter all day. For daytime parking garages, the best
choices are the Mercer on Vine near 14th, and the Washington Park Garage,
accessible from Race or Elm.
The rare and coveted free parking spots!
After 6pm, truck parking zones open up. Check signage in each zone to make
sure it is actually open; most zones end at 6 but some have different hours
posted. There are also a few open spots in the residential areas on Walnut and
Clay, though since those are in front of residences, they're usually occupied. I
wouldn't count on this option, but it's nice when it happens.

HOUSING DETAILS IN PRODUCTION SURVEY

We’ll gather final information about your housing needs in the Production Survey,
which will be due in April.
You'll have an opportunity to detail any specific housing needs if you’re accepted into
the festival. Please note, however, that we may not be able to fulfill all your
requirements and that Cincy Fringe will have no obligation to arrange housing for
you if we’re unable to accommodate your needs at the housing we have available.
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pick of the fringe AWARDS

While we don’t like to look at Fringe as a competition, we also think outstanding
productions deserve the credit and publicity due to them. It never hurts  to have
some Pick of the Fringe’s to tack onto your show, so here’s what we offer.

THE DAVID C HERRIMAN ARTISTS’ PICK

Each artist gets to vote for their favorite (not including their own show) to figure out the
winner of our award named after one of Know Theatre’s biggest champions.

AUDIENCE PICK

The Audience Pick of the Fringe celebrates the outstanding performances patrons have
seen during the Festival by letting them vote for their favorite production.

FRINGE NEXT AUDIENCE PICK

We’ll celebrate the outstanding Fringe Next production by letting patrons vote for their
favorite of our high school-aged entries.

CRITICS’ PICK

The official Fringe Festival reviewers from our local publications will submit their top
three choices to determine which show was most beloved by the critics.

THE DR. ROBERT J. THIERAUF PRODUCER’S PICK

The staff of Cincy Fringe gets a chance to pick their favorite show of the Festival for
this award named in memory of a dedicated and beloved Fringe supporter.

THE LINDA BOWEN FULL FRONTAL PICK

Full Frontal pass holders, the most diehard of the Fringe audience, choose their
favorite show with this award named in memory of a dedicated and beloved Fringe
supporter.

ENCORE PERFORMANCES
Remember, Award winners receive an Encore performance
of their show on Sunday, 6/10/18!
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CLOSING thoughts
This is the end, my friend...

Phew.
Holy cow. You’ve made it.
That’s all there is for now. We know that’s a lot to take in and you’re likely not going to
retain every letter laid out before you here, so don’t fret. Just promise us that if you
have a question you’ll revisit this document for the answer before dropping us a
line. Not to mention that, if you’re accepted, we’ll be going over all this again anyway.
If anything strikes you as confusing or you didn’t seem to find what you were
looking for, please feel free to drop us a line at cincyfringe@knowtheatre.com.

From all of us here at
Know Theatre and the
Cincinnati Fringe Festival,
have a great day and
Happy Fringe-ing!

